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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine the feasibility of
using helicopters to move high value fish from the offshore fish-
ing fleet at sea,to market distribution locations.
To accomplish this purpose, data was collected on the high
value swordfish species, ex-vessel, $1.50 per pound, and used to
compare three basic options.
I - The current status quo; Boat Land~ngs Dock-side
II - Helicopter - external lifts directly from vessels
III - Helicopter-internal lifts from vessels or platforms
The results present an economic breakeven point that suggest
the vessel/helo team might be feasible for direct lifts off vessels
but that greater economic advantage can be gained should vessel
platforms or semisubmersible type platforms be available.
Two Sikorsky helicopters were considered in the options tested;
the light lift S58T, and the medium lift S61. The data shows the
S58T to dominate the S61 in all comparisons.
Under the base case assumptions with fuel at current rates,
only internal lifting from platforms appears cost effective. How-
ever, external lifting becomes feasible at fuel costs of $1.50; and
at fuel costs of $2.50 all options appear feasible with benefits
ranging from approximately $13,000 - $288,000 or 1-20% of the $1.5
million gross catch value.
An underlying assumption of the analysis is that the fish
landed by helicopter will demand a premium market price due to
their higher quality and the ability to more effectively time
market delivery from off-shore.
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FORWARD
The dynamics of the fishing industry have been portrayed by
some as those of a slumbering whale lolling on the surface of a
tranquil bay. Conversely, one need to only look at the events
of the recent past, then view the future to appreciate that the
family near shore fishing business of the past hundred years, if
not in a revolution, is going through an evolution. That evolu-
tion, spurred by the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of
1976, is just now being. Three events can be directly related to
the new evolving fisheries of the United States. First there is
the subtle ongoing impact of the Sea Grant Programs started ln
1969. Through these programs technicians and policy makers have
entered the fields of marine resource management in increasing
numbers in the past decade. Much effort has been directed toward
the intelligent management of the fishery resource.
The second nudge to the slumbering mammal came in 1976 with
the enactment of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of
1976. This Act, in effect,placed all fishery resources within the
200NM extended economic zone, at the disposal of domestic fisheries.
Although provisions are made to allow foreign fish catches within
the zone, the practical effect will be total exclusion as the U.S.
fisheries organize to take advantage of this natural resource.
The third, most recent, and the event which may goad the slumbering
mammal into action, is the recent "energy crisis" with its multiple
impacts upon the nation's economic fiber, and most specifically
the fishing industry.
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As a business of independent hunters upon the ICOMJ'10N",
the fishing industry is noted more for its individualistic spirit
than for its efficiency of harvest and delivery to market of high
quality products. The energy crisis will impact in both a negative
and a positive manner upon the fisheries.
The obvious negative impacts have to do with the costs of
doing business in the industry - the costs of vessels, gear and
operations. Fuel is, of course, one of the more visible cost
factors. Conversely, the positive impact may be that the costs
of land farming and production of land-based meat products may
be even more energy intensive and much more sensitive to future
rises in energy costs even more than fish products.
As the slumbering, sunning whale awakens, there is a need
to seek out innovation - innovation in the continuing search for
greater efficiency in our fisheries. This paper is intended to
look at one small segment of the New England offshore fishery,
and to suggest the need to bring innovative new ideas to bare on
the old problem of delivery of high quality fresh fish to market
from the offshore fishing grounds.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to test the hypothesis that high
value fish might be moved economically from vessels fishing off-
shore, to onshore distribution or processing locations by the
use of helicopters.
The method used for this analysis will be to:
a) Describe the current fishing operations
b) List assumptions and data
c) Describe the cost and benefit models used
d) Manipulate the data to test factors for sensitivity
e) Interpret the quantifiable and non-quantifiable infor-
mation
f) Draw conclusions
As the overall costs of boat operations increase there is a
need to gain efficiencies in harvest techniques. For the offshore
fleet two costs dominate--fuel and capital costs. The fuel oper-
ating costs include that fuel used during fishing and that used
during the transit to the offshore fishing grounds. As boats
extend their operations to take advantage of the 200 mile fishery
conservation zone, the costs of transit become a significant por-
tion of the trip operating costs. The second cost is the fixed
periodic mortgage payments. Greater distances offshore dictate
larger vessels; larger to accommodate the crew at sea under a
variety of weather conditions; larger to gain the economics of
scale; larger to increase the on station timei and larger to accom-
modate larger catches attendant with the greater station time. In
short, large mortgages ~nd large fuel bills give a sense of urgen-
cy to seeking new ways to optimize the use of these expensive to
operate, capital intensive vessels, operating at extended dis-
tances from their home ports.
The fisheries initially considered for this analysis were
those for scallops, lobster, swordfish, yellowtail. Initial
examination of the 1978 and 1979 National Marine Fishery Service
data, provided the following value per pound of harvest: Scallops
($3.50); Lobsters ($2.25); Swordfish ($1.50); Yellow Tail (large -
$.55).
The swordfish was selected as the species for cost comparison
as it represented a high value fishery, with an excellent fresh
market potential. For the New York, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts
ports the landings totaled approximately 1,000 tonnes in 1979.
This landing represented a $3.2 million ex-vessel fishery. (See
Table I.)
The vessels considered for comparison included the 60 and 75
foot trawlers as representative of the modern vessels entering
the offshore fisheries. Such vessels are large enough to allow
extended sea operations, yet small enough in hold capacity to live
within the current and near future projected catch limits imposed
by the fishery management plans. (See Table II.)
The two helicopters used in this analysis for the vessel/helo
team effort are the Sikorsky S58T and the S6l. These aircraft
are in current use world-wide for both commercial and industrial
applications. (See Table III.)
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RESOURCE DATA
Rhode I$land Landings
Resource Data
SPECIES LBS x 103
1978
TOTAL $
VALUE x 103
1979(11 mo.)
DOLLARS TOTAL $ DOLLARS
PER LB. LBS x 103 VALUE x 103 PER LB.
Scallops
(Sea)
238 922 3.87 714 2,513 3.52
Lobsters 2,786 5,903 2.12 2,224 4,964 2.23
Swordfish 668 912 1. 37 510 745 1. 46
Yellow Tail
(Large)
1,662 1,062 .64 2,077 1,077 .52
Total Fish 70,160 15,321 .16 69,387 17,703 .26
Total Shell
Fish 8,635 12,019 1. 39 10,987 15,682 1. 43
MASSACHUSETTS LANDINGS
Scallops 15,421
(Sea)
38,624 2.50 13,022 43,918 3.37
Lobsters 2,706 5,655 2.09 1,572 3,455 2.20
Swordfish 3,984 5,113 1. 28 1,418 2,241 1. 58
Yellow Tail 13,576
(Large)
8,807 .65 12,752 7,437 .58
Total Fish 320,459 77,246 .24 307,707 82,374 .27
Total Shell
Fish 22,018 45,415 2.06 25,028 50,440 2.02
NEW YORK LANDINGS
Swordfish 59 103 1. 75 105 222 2.11
1. 58
1979
-3-,2082,0331. 30
RI-MASS-NY TOTAL LANDING
1978
6";1284,711
Swordfish
Total
SOURCE: National Marine Fishery Service, Jan-Nov 1979 Landings No. 7951,
Feb. 80.
TABLE I
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FISHING VESSEL DATA
CREW
COST (New)
Vessel oblig. Guarantee (12 1/2%)
Mortgage
Annual Mortgage Cost
(15%/20 yrs)
60' 75'
4 men 6 men
$250,000 $600,000
31,250 75,000
218,750 525,000
34,947 83,875
Insurance
Hall 2 1/2 % Hull Value
P&I ($lOOO/man)
Maintenance (7% Hull Value)
OPERATING EXPENSES
Ice, Fuel ($1.50/gal.), etc.
Fuel Consumption (i)
Daily Costs
CHARACTERISTICS
Hold Capacity
CATCH. RATE (Per day)
Squid
Whitting
Mix Ground
Swordfish
6,250
4,000
17,500
15 gal/hr.
$450/day
70,000 lbs.
4,000
10,000
5,000
2,000
15,000
6,000
42,000
20 gal/hr.
$600/day
150,000 Ibs.
7,000
15,000
7,000
3,000 * (Est.)
NOTE 1. Fuel consumption can be reduced as much as 30% by
travelling at most economical speed of approximately
5-6 kts. These average rates consider working plus
idle consumption periods.
Source: Development Science Inc., Fishing Industry Feasibility
Study.
TABLE II
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HELICOPTER DATA
S58T S61
Performance
EXTERNAL LIFT
Speed (MPH) 75 90
Load (lbs. ) 4,400 7,000
INTERNAL LIFT
Speed U-1PH) 110 125
Load (lbs) 5,500 9,000
RANGE CPNS 2 hrs. 3 hrs.
COSTS
Lease $800/hr. $2,OOO/hr.
SOURCE: Carson Helicopter Company; Perkasiey, PA
TABLE III
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HIGH VALUE FISHERY
Vessel - Helicopter Harvesting System
The objective of the proposed method of using helicopters
to land swordfish is to land high quality, high value fresh fish,
at the optimum locations to achieve the best spot market price
available.
Some factors which will be considered for quantitative sen-
sitivity testing are the variable price of fuel, the variable ex-
vessel price of the catch, and the trip duration on station at
the fishing grounds. The interpretation section will include dis-
cussions on the subjective as well as the quantitative aspects
of the analysis.
The Sword Fishery
Swordfish are currently taken by long line or harpoon. The
search for schools is often assisted by spotter aircraft that
receive a fixed fee for each fish assist.
When a vessel is onto a school, it will land the fish caught
or leave it buoyed with a float for future return and landing.
Upon landing the fish on board, they are gutted, headed, tailed, and
the body cavity is packed with ice for preservation. Fish so
caught and preserved may maintain good, fresh quality, for up to
10-15 days.
Upon return from the fishing grounds, a boat's ex-vessel
price is dictated by multiple market place dynamics. The quantity
of landings may glut the market and thus drive the prices down.
Further,there are good days to land fish ( Thursday) and bad days
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(Monday). These market dynamics can cause variation in price
with ranges of plus or minus 50% or more from the average ex-
vessel prices. With this range of values the average landings
in 1979 would have ranged from a low of $.75 to a high of $2.25
per pound.
The swordfish are a migratory fish which will move from the
off-shore mid-Atlantic grounds to Labrador. During these migra-
tions, swordfish boats will follow the fish returning to port
as required to provision, rest, and land their catch. The re-
quirements to provision may not coincide with the requirements
to land the catch. Further, distribution and market landing sites
may not be convenient to the migratory patterns to maximize the
fishing effort.
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ALTERNATIVES
The current method of dockside landing of swordfish will
be compared with four options using helicopter landing of fish
from offshore vessels. Both external loading and internal loading
will be considered. The Sikorsky S58T (light lift) and the S61
(medium lift) helicopter models will be compared.
STATUS QUO
Alternative I: Vessel Landings
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This option represents the status quo of vessels landing fish
at their home ports or ports of call in the traditional manner.
Vessels may make trips from 5-15 days and return when their hold
is full or when the vessel has reached its operational duration.
Under this option, the ex-vessel prices can be expected to vary
over a wide range.
EXTERNAL LIFT -
Alternative II: Single Vesse1/He10 Team Landings (S58T)
Under this alternative the S59T helicopter would rendezvous
with the fishing vessel at predetermined times or on demand to
make an external lift (4,400 1bs.) of fish to the designated
marketplace.
Alternative III: Mu1ti-Vesse1/He10 Team Landings (S61)
Under this alternative the S61 helicopter would rendezvous
with a small fleet of vessels (2-4) to take loads from each
up to the maximum of its lift capacity (7,000 1bs.), using an
external lift.
INTERNAL LIFT
Alternative IV: Multi-Vessel-Platform/H~loTeam (858T)
This alternative seeks to extend vessel station time and
increase the helicopter lift efficiency by internal lift
of cargo. The landing platform may be similar to those on semi-
submersibles or a platform on a process ship. The fishing
vessels must transfer fish from the vessels to the platform for
internal loading in the helicopters. This alternative employs
the 858T with an internal load.
Alternative V: Multi-Vessel-Platform/Helo Team (861)
This alternative is similar to alternative IVi however, it
employs the medium lift 861 with an internal load.
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A.S$UMPTIONS
1. Total Catch - The total landed catch of swo~dfish for
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New York is approximately 2
million pounds per year. This analysis will consider that half
of that landing might be by helicopter. (1,000 x 10 3 Ibs)
2. Price - Ex-vessel swordfish price (1979) approximately
$1.50. High quality, premium fresh fish can demand a 10% premium.
3. Catch Rate - Vessel catch rate of swordfish is approximately
2,000 Ibs. per day.
4. Trip Catch - Trip catch for the alternatives: Alt. I -
5,000 Ibs.; Alt. II-III - 10,000 lbs.; Alt. IV-V - 20,000 lbs.
5. Vessel Size - The 60 ft. vessel will be used as representa-
tive of the fleet working offshore.
6. Fuel Consumption - Vessel fuel consumption will vary from
10 - 25 gallons per hour with an average figure of 15 used.
7. Fuel Costs - Base case fuel costs $1.20 per gallon; expected
future costs of $1.50 (June '80); $2.00 (December '80); $2.50
(June '81).
8. Distance Offshore - The swordfish offshore migratory routes
lie approximately 1 day transit time offshore from established
home ports or the fish landing ports.
9. Helicopter Lift Data - See Table II.
10. Helo Operational Range - The distance from the offshore vessel
pick up locations to the onshore distribution landing locations
is less than 100 miles.
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QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - COST MODELS
1. COSTS OF LANDING FISH BY HELICOPTER
The costs computed are those marginal cost values that
result from using the various vessel-helo options described in the
alternatives. First, the helicopter cost is computed to move
one pound of swordfish to market from off-shore. The cost is
figured for the total catch that might be helolifted.
CST LND =
DIS LND =
CST HEL =
SPD HEL -
LFT CAP =
Cost per lb. of swordfish landed expressed in dollars
Distance Helo travels to land fish expressed in miles
Dollar cost per hour to lease helicopter
Speed of helicopter in miles per hour
Lift capacity of helicopter in pounds
TOT LND = Total landed cost in dollars
TOT CTH = Total catch landed by helicopter
A. Cost to land a pound of swordfish
CST LND = (DIS LAN) (CST HEL)
(SPD HEL) (LFT CAP)
example: (1 aa r-1i) ($ 8 aa/hr ) =
(75 Mi!hr) ( 4 , 4 aa lbs) $.24 per lb.
B. Cost to land half the annual catch
TOT LND
example:
= (CST U\JD)
= ($.24/lb.)
(TOT CTH)
(1,000 x 103 Ibs.) =
11
$240 x 103
2. VESSEL TRANSIT DAYS
To determine the fuel savings resulting from extended
vessel time on station by use of the vessel-helo team. The
transit days are first calculated then marginal fuel savings
determined.
NUl1 TRP = Number of trips to harvest (1/2 ) the annual catch
TOT CTH = Total catch landed by helicopter in Ibs.
TRP CTH = Total trip catch in Ibs.
CTH RAT = Catch rate in Ibs/day
TRN DAY = Days spent in transit to fishing grounds
FSH DAY = Days spent fishing swordfish
TRP DAY = Days spent away from home port
TIM TRN = Time to transit to and from fishing grounds per
trip in days
Vessel Transit Days
NUM TRP = (TOT CTH)
(TRP CTH)
example: = (1,000 x 103 Ibs) 200 trips per year=(5,000 Ibs/Trip)
FSH DAY = (TRP CTH)
(CTH RAT)
example: = (5,000 lbs/Trip) = 2.5 Days2,000 Ibs/Day
TRP DAY = (TRN DAY) + (FSH DAY)
example: = (2 Days) + (3 Days) = 5 Days
TRN DAY = (NUM TRP) (TIM TRN)
example: = (200 Trips) (2 Days) = 400 Days/year
Yr Trip ·
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3. MARGINAL FUEL SAVINGS
The annual fuel costs for the days in transit are computed
for each alternative and then the vessel fuel savings resulting
from the vessel-helo team are determined.
TRNFUL = Annual Transit fuel consumption in gallons
TRNDAY = Annual number of days in transit to-from grounds
FULRAT = Fuel consumption rates per hour
FULCST = Cost of fuel in dollars
TOTFUL = Total annual cost of fuel in dollars
FULSAV - Annual fuel cost savings in dollars
TRN FUL = (TRN DAY) (FUL RAT) (24 Hr/Day)
= (400 Days) (15 Gal/Hr.) (24 Hr./Day)
example = 144 x 10 3 Gal/Yr. in Transit
TOT FUL = (TRN FUL) (FUL CST)
= (144 x 103 Gal/yr) ($/.20/Gal)=
example = $172.8 x 103 per year
FUL SAV =
(TOT FUL) alt I Status Quo -
(TOT FUL) alt II thru V
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FUEL CONSUMPTION/COSTS
INTERNAL EXTERNAL STATUS QUO
Alternatives IV/V II/III I
Transit Days 100 200 400
Fuel Used
(Gal x 103) 36 72 144 gal/yr
TOTAL FUEL
COST ($ x 103)
at 1.20/gal 43 86 173
1.50/gal 54 108 216
2.00/gal 72 144 288
2.50/gal 90 180 360
Fuel Costs vs. $2.50/gal.Transit Days
30 $2.00/gal.
(/)
8 $1. 50/gal.(/)
0
UM
0 20H r-i Marginal
rL1
:::J X Fuel
Ii-t Savings{/}-
H
r<t:
8
0
- -
-
8
100
ALT II/III ALT I
100 200
TRANSIT DAYS
400
Marginal Fuel Savings
EXTERNAL
II/III
($ x 10 3 )
INTERNAL
IV/V
at: $1. 20/gal.
$1. 50/gal.
$2.00/gal.
$2.50/gal.
86
108
144
180
130
162
216
270
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4. MARGINAL CATCH VALUE BENEFIT
The ex-vessel price of fish can be expected to vary with
respect to the quality of the landed fish and the timing of
landings. Total catch value will vary by some percent.
CTH VAL =
TOT CTH =
EX VSL =
PCT VAL =
QUL VAL =
Total catch value in dollars
Total catch landed in Ibs
The ex-vessel price per lb. landed by vessel or
helicopter in dollars
Percentage change in catch value due to market
dynamics
Catch value for quality product landed in dollars
CTH VAL = (EX VSL) (TOT CTH)
example: = ($1.50/1b) (l,OOOx 103 Ibs) =$1,500 x 103/yr.
Catch Value given with 10 % price increase upon landing
a quality product.
QUL VAL = (CTH VAL) + (CTH VAL) (PCT VAL)
= ($1,500 x 103) + ($1,500 x 103) (.10)
example: = ($1,500 x 103) + ($150 x 103) = $1,650 x 103/yr.
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H
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0
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U
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,::t;
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H
,::t;
E-i
0
E-i
, ,
3,000
2,000
1,000
PREMIUM CATCH VALUE
Total Catch Value/Total Catch
$2.63L-.,.
$2.25
500 1, 000 1, 500
TOTAL CATCH (x 103 lbs.)
MARGINAL CATCH VALUE
Premium Paid Price Marginal Value
(% ) ($ ) (103 )
0% 1. 50 0
10% 1. 65 +150
25% 1. 88 +375
50% 2.25 +750
75% 2.63 +1125
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VESSEL - BELO TEN1 BENEFITS
BASE CASE
Fuel cost saving resulting from extended station time by
vessels on the fishing grounds thus reducing transit days.
Option I assumes a 5,000 lb. trip catch with the options.
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SENSITIVITY TESTING
- The fuel savings and the premium placed on catch value
were tested through a range of values as summarized below:
Fuel Savings (1) External Lift Internal Lift
I II III IV V
Price/Gal (Status Quo) (S58T) (S61 ) (S58T) (S61 )
$1. 20 0 86 86 130 130
1. 50 0 108 108 162 162
2.00 0 144 144 216 216
2.50 0 180 180 270 270
Premium Catch Value
MARGINAL VALUE TOTAL
0% ($1. 50/1b) 1,500 1, 500
10% ($1. 65/1b) 1,500 +150 1,650
25% ($1. 88/1b) 1,500 +375 1,875
50% ($2.25/1b) 1,500 +750 2,250
75% ($2.63/1b) 1,500 +1,125 2,625
Hel0. Costs 0 242 317 132 178
Total Benefits
Sensitivity Test # 1 - For a 10% premium vary fuel prices over the
range ($1.20-$2.50)
Alternatives
Price/Gal I II III IV V
$1. 20 0 (6 ) (81) 148 102
$1. 50 0 16 (59) 180 134
$2.00 0 52 (23) 234 188
$2.50 0 88 13 288 242
Sensitivity Test # 2 - For a 25% premium catch value vary fuel
prices over the range ($1.20-$2.50)
Price/Gal I II III IV V
$1. 20 0 219 144 373 327
$1. 50 0 241 166 405 359
$2.00 0 277 202 459 413
$2.50 0 313 238 513 467
NOTE: All values expressed in $ X 103.
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INTERPRETATION
1. Helicopter Costs - This analysis assumed fixed helicopter
charter rates. The charter rates used are considered on the
pessimistic side with some economics of scale resulting should
the vessel-helo system be used for a significant portion of the
fishery. Further, development of operational techniques might
further reduce helicopter costs. The S58T is shown to dominate
the S6l in all alternatives.
2. Fuel Savings - At $1.50 per gallon, Options II, IV, and V
appear economically feasible. At $2.50 per gallon, all options
are feasible given a 10% premium on catch landed. At $2.50
per gallon sRvings as high as $240,000 result for the Internal
lift options.
3. Landed Value - The analysis was structured with the basic
assumption that a minimum of 10% premium ex-vessel value could
be realized using the vessel-helo team. Prices are felt to be
conservative on the low side and with a well coordinated harvest/
landing effort premium higher than 10% might be realized. Sen-
sitivity Test #2 at a 25% premium indicates all vessel-helo alter-
natives are economically feasible with the range of savings run-
ning from a low of $144,000 with gas at $1.20 per gallon to a
high of $513,000 with gas at $2.50 per gallon.
4. Overall Benefits - The greatest benefits accrue when using
internal loading of helicopter flying off platforms. For external
lifting the S58T dominates.
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5. Fish Stocks - The NMFs Landing data showed a significant
reduction in the total stock of swordfish landed between 1978
and 1979 from approximately 4 to 2 million pounds. As the
analysis took only 50% of the lower number, it is felt to
represent resourses reasonably available during the next decade.
6. Market Sensitivity - By the use of the vessel-helicopter
team the optimum market can be selected and the timing of catch
landings adjusted to optimize market dynamics.
7. Weather - There is no doubt that fishing vessels can oper-
ate through a broader range of weather than the helicopters.
However fishermen attempt to play the weather windows which
will allow optimum fishing operations. High sea state, wind,
and fog will all hamper the vessel-helo team effort; however,
by closely coordinated efforts at sea, helicopter operators
are feasible.
8. Resupply - Should extended vessel operations require resupply,
the outbound helicopter can lift approximately 600 gallons of
fuel per trip. Limited crew changes might also be accomplished,
however, the weight of the returning crew would reduce the
weight of the catch landed.
9. Platform Operations - Helo platforms might be operated from
fish processing ships, semi-submersible processing platforms, or
even from large trawlers (95'-100'). The large platforms could
accomplish the resupply, crew rest function as well as pro-
vide an operating base for the helicopters.
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SUMMARY
INTERPRETIVE FACTORS
VESSEL PLATFORM
External Lift Internal Lift
I II III IV V
(Status Quo) (S58T) (S61) (S58T) (S61)
l. HELO COSTS NA + ++ +
2. FUEL SAVING + + ++ ++
3. LANDED VALUE + ++ ++
4. BENEFITS + ++ ++
5. FISH STOCKS + ? ?
6. MARKET + + ++ ++
7. WEATHER ++ + +
8. RESUPPLY + ++ ++ ++
9. PLATFORM OPS. NA NA NA ++ ++
++ Most Favorable
+ Favorable
Unfavorable
? Uncertain
NA Not Applicable
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CONCLUSIONS
This analysis was structured to test the hypothesis that
high value fish might be landed from offshore vessels using
helicopters. As this is a rather novel idea, as yet not tested,
a number of assumptions were needed in order that the quanti-
tative benefits might be determined. Where possible, I have
chosen conservative values in an effort not to bias the analysis.
The only variable fishing cost considered was that of fuel
used in the transit to and from the offshore fishing grounds.
As the vessel-helo team operations reduce the days lost in
transit; further economics of the variable operating costs
might be expected.
Should the vessel-helo team achieve a 10% increase in
catch value due to quality and timing at the marketplace,
total benefits would justify the helicopter landing of fresh
fish.
This analysis is far from complete. It lacks the practical
test of the fishermen and the marketplace. It lacks much tech-
nical detail on the vessel-helo team concept of operations. And,
it lacks solid predictions on the future state of the economy.
However, this analysis has suggested innovation that might be
brought to the offshore fishery during the next decade; inno-
vation sorely needed to keep the fisheries competitive. Further,
a way of looking at the problem of the Harvest-Landing System
has been laid out. There appears to be a germ of an idea here
that may be worth pursuit. Given the assumptions as stated, the
benefits of testing the idea seem to fully justify the risks.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that a test be conducted of the Vessel-
Helo Team concept. This test would be conducted offshore
under optimum conditions to determine the feasibility of the
vessel-helo team operations. Should the vessel-helo team oper-
ations prove feasible, the next step would be to test marketplace
sensitivity to pay premium prices for high quality, helicopter
landed high value fish products. Such a test should give particu-
lar attention to the export market and the appeal of the high
quality fresh products.
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PERSONS CONTACTED
1. Burgess, Mell; Commercial Marketing Manager, Sikorsky Aircraft,
Stratford, Connecticut. Tel: 203-852-4371.
Mr. Burgess was most helpful in providing technical data on
the various Sikorsky helicopters. For operating cost infor-
mation he referred me to Carson Helo, Inc.
2. Escalerra, Dan; New England Offshore Lobster Association,
Newport, R.I. Tel: 401-849-3232.
Mr. Escalerra provided useful background on the high value
lobster fishery as well as insight into the swordfish fleet
operations.
3. Holmsen, Andreas; URI: Department of Resource Economics.
Professor Holmsen was kind enough to listen to my proposal
but felt that there was little application for helicopters
working with the offshore fleet. However, his insight into the
industry was most useful.
4. Howe, Jeff; URI: Seafood Technology, Food Science Department.
Mr. Howe provided information of the perishability of various
species, the market dynamics, and the process sector.
5. Sedgwick, Steven and Collins, Clarkson; URI: Coastal Resources
Center.
Mr. Sedgwick and Mr. Collins provided technical information
on fishing boat operations and the offshore New England fishery.
They were cautious of my proposal but rather open of mind.
6. Wright, Peter; Sales Manager, Carson Helicopter, Inc., 32 H.
Blooming Glen Rd., Perkasiey, PA. Tel: 215-249-3535.
Mr. Wright provided useful information on the feasibility of
using helicopters for offshore operations. Carson Helicopter
has a fleet of 10 S58T and S6l Helicopters.
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